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Abstract: This work presents a novel control index to regulate the pump speed of an axial flow
blood pump for the left ventricular assist device (LVAD). The control index is based on the
characterization of pump operating conditions such as normal or suction status. The pump
operating characteristics reveal that a certain pulsatility relationship between the pump pressure
difference and the pump flow is a unique index to identify the pump operating status under the
diverse pump operating environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The left ventricular assist device (LVAD) is an
implanted mechanical device, located in the left
ventricle and the aorta, to support or replace a heart
that has failed. The control of LVAD has been a
difficult problem to formulate, since physiological
variables in the body with an implanted pump are not
clearly defined as control variables and the quantities
of changes in control variables necessary to support a
natural heart are not well defined, either [1]. In
addition to the difficulty in problem formulation of
LVAD control, the acquisition of the proper
physiological information is very limited due to an
inability of the implanted sensors, especially for longterm use [2].
The LVAD currently under investigation is an axial
flow blood pump, a type of nonpulsatile blood pump.
While it has the advantages of small size, efficiency,
and reliability over pulsatile pumps, it requires
improved pump speed control due to the characteristics
of pump operation. It demonstrates poor sensitivity to
the ventricular preload and good sensitivity to the
ventricular afterload [3]. As the pump speed increases
to provide more blood to the body while supporting the
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natural heart, the LVAD tries to drain the blood from
the left ventricle regardless of the amount of blood
available in the left ventricle. As a result, a high pump
speed can induce suction in the left ventricle, which can
cause damage to the myocardium, blood, and lungs.
Suction avoidance is important to safely operate the
blood pumps and it requires implanted sensors,
unreliable for long-term use, to obtain the proper
physiological information.
To deal with these difficult situations such as
complex control problem formulation, non reliable
sensors, and suction in the left ventricle, the controller
for LVAD employs a sensorless approach to regulate
the pump speed without introducing suction in the left
ventricle [4]. The controller uses the pulsatility index
of the pump flow estimate as a control index while the
pump flow estimate is available through the
developed pump model without implanted sensors [5].
Though the controller regulates the pump speed
according to the reference pulsatility index of the
pump flow, it has its own limitation of choice of the
reference pulsatility index of the pump flow. As the
pump speed increases to provide more blood to the
body, the physiological variables such as the pump
flow and other variables show diminishing
pulsatilities before suction occurrence. However, the
pulsatilities of the physiological variables increase
after suction occurrence as the pump speed increases.
The single value of the pulsatility index of the pump
flow can indicate both “before suction” and “suction”
of the pump operating status. That is, the reference
pulsatility index of the pump flow as a reference
control index for the controller should be well defined
to support the natural heart. Otherwise, the pulsatility
controller can introduce suction in the left ventricle
with an excessively high pump speed. This problem
leads to the suction detection approaches to provide a
safe pump speed control while avoiding suction in the
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left ventricle [6-8].
In this paper, we investigate the pulsatility
properties of the pump operating characteristics under
different simulated physiological conditions. The
pulsatility relationship between the pump flow and the
pressure difference shows a unique property that can
be used as a control index to adjust the pump speed
safely without suction induction in the left ventricle.

The suction model is based on the model in [11]
and slightly modified. The suction model accounts for
the suction phenomenon in the left ventricle during an
excessive pump speed operation. The model of the
axial flow blood pump under consideration was
previously developed in [5] and is given by
dω 3
= K B I − Bω − Qω (a0ω + a1ω 2 ),
dt 2
dQ
+ b2ω 2 ,
H = b0Q + b1
dt
J

2. MODEL OF A CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM WITH AN IMPLANTED LVAD
The model of a cardiovascular system with an
implanted LVAD consists of the cardiovascular
system model, suction model, and axial flow blood
pump model as shown in Fig. 1 [9]. The model in Fig.
1 employs the electric circuit analogs of the lumped
hydraulic model. The resistor, inductor, and capacitor
represent the resistance of the blood flow, the
inertance of the blood, and the compliance of the
blood vessel wall, respectively. The diodes in the
model represent the valves of the heart. The
compliance of the ventricles is modeled as a timevarying capacitor. The time-varying compliance C(t)
in the left and right ventricles is given by
C (t ) =

1
,
E (t )

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PUMP
OPERATING STATUS

where E(t) is the elastance of the ventricles. The
elastance function in (1) is modeled as

= E min

t s ≤ t < tc

In this section, the pump operating status will be
characterized to provide accurate information to
control the pump speed without introducing suction in
the left ventricle. With the different pump speeds, the
pump flow and pump pressure difference indicate the
various information under diverse operating
conditions. Since the pump is implanted for the
patient whose heart is not healthy, the diverse heart
contractilities can indicate a variety of weak heart

(2)

where ts is a systolic period, tc is a full cardiac period,
and Emax and Emin are the maximum and the minimum
values of elastance, respectively [10].
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where J is the inertia of the rotor, KB is the back EMF
constant, B is the damping factor, respectively, I and ω
are motor current and pump speed, respectively, Q and
H are pump flow and pump pressure difference across
the pump, respectively, and ai and bi are coefficients.
Note that in practical exercise, model (3) can provide
estimates of the pump flow and pressure difference
across the pump without implanted sensors (pressure
and flow sensors) from the measurable variables I and
ω [5]. We assume the pump flow and the pressure
difference across the pump are available for the
purpose of the characterization study of the pump
operation.

(1)

E (t ) = E max (1 − cos(2πt / t s )) / 2 + E min 0 ≤ t < t s
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conditions of the patient. As the value of the Emax for
the left ventricle in (2) represents the strength of the
contractility of the left ventricle, the different values
of Emax indicate the diverse contractilities of the
patient’s heart. Note that for a normal heart, Emax of
the left ventricle is set 1.9 in Fig. 1 and the smaller
value of Emax for the left ventricle represents the weak
heart condition. Without pump support, while
Emax=1.9 for a normal heart provides 85.82 mmHg of
the mean aorta pressure and 4.88 L/min of the mean
cardiac output, Emax =0.6 provides 59.5 mmHg of the
mean aortic pressure and 3.37 L/min of the mean
cardiac output. This indicates that Emax =0.6 does not
provide proper cardiac output at adequate pressure
perfusion.
With the implanted blood pump, the physiological
variables change as the pump speed changes. In many
patients, the weak contractility of the natural heart
during the pump support contributes to the pulsatility
of the hemodynamic signals of left ventricle pressure,
aorta pressure, pump flow, and pressure difference
across the implanted pump. The pulsatility index of
the signal is defined to represent the amplitude of the
hemodynamic signal as
S pul (t ) = Gl (abs (Gh ( S (t )))) ,
where Gl and Gh are low-pass and high-pass filters
with cutoff frequencies of 0.25 Hz and 0.75 Hz,
respectively, and Spul is the pulsatility index of the
pulsatile signal S [4]. To describe the characterization
of the pump operating status, we define a pulsatility
ratio as

R pul =

Q pul
∆Ppul

,

(4)

where Rpul is the pulsatility ratio, Qpul is the pulsatility
index of the pump flow Q, and ∆Ppul is a pulsatility
index of the pressure difference H across the pump,
respectively. The pulsatility indices Qpul and ∆Ppul are
given as
Q pul (t ) = Gl (abs (Gh (Q (t )))) ,

∆Ppul (t ) = Gl (abs (Gh ( H (t )))) .
Note that while units of pulsatility of the pump flow
and pressure difference follow units of the pump flow
and pressure difference, respectively, units of
pulsatility of signals will not be explicitly indicated.
The pulsatility controller in [4] adjusts the pump
speed to regulate the pulsatility index of the pump
flow according to the reference pulsatility index. That
is, the controller adjusts the pump speed to maintain
the amplitude of the pump flow according to the
reference pulsatility index. The pulsatility index of the
pump flow can be expressed in terms of the amplitude
of the pulsatile flow Q as [9]

Q pul ≈ 0.636Qamp ,

(5)

where Qamp is an approximate amplitude of the
pulsatile pump flow Q. For example, if we choose the
reference pulsatilities Pulref = 20 and Pulref = 15, then
the controller adjusts the pump speed to achieve
approximately 31.4 and 22.7 of the amplitude of the
pump flow Q, respectively. Furthermore, since the
contractility of the left ventricle contributes to the
pulsatility of the hemodynamic signals, a choice of the
reference pulsatility index of the pump flow implicitly
indicates a reference of the peak LVP. The
relationships between the pulsatility indices of the
pump flow and pressure difference and the peak of the
LVP can be found in [9]. The pulsatility controller
requires a carefully chosen set-point of the reference
pulsatility index to properly adjust the pump speed
without introducing suction in the left ventricle. The
misleading set-point of the pulsatility controller
causes suction in the left ventricle. In this section, we
utilize disadvantages of the pulsatility controller to
examine the properties of the pump operating
characteristics in terms of the pulsatility ratio in (4).
The pulsatility controller in [4] and a combined
model of a cardiovascular system and an implanted
pump in Fig. 1 were both implemented in MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA.) and simulations were
performed to illustrate the pump operating
characteristics under diverse conditions. The
maximum elastance of the left ventricle Emax was set
to represent the weakness of the heart and the
different values of the reference control index of the
pulsatility controller were used to investigate the
hemodynamic response and to characterize the pump
operating status. Also, the change in the systemic
vascular resistance (SVR, R3 in Fig. 1) was included
to represent any physical change in the body. In
simulations, the pulsatility controller adjusted the
pump speed according to the reference pulsatility
index of the pump flow. The initial pump speed was
set to 838 rad/sec (minimal pump speed) and
maintained for 20 sec to ensure the convergence of the
pulsatility index algorithm. After 20 sec, the controller
began to change the pump speed to reach the steady
state. At 80 sec, SVR change was made and the
simulation was continued for another 80 sec to provide
the steady state response to the new parameter value.
3.1. Weak heart with Emax = 0.6 of the left ventricle
The natural heart was impaired to adjust Emax of the
left ventricle 0.6 from the normal value 1.9. With this
impaired contractility of the left ventricle, the two
reference pulsatility indices (Pulref = 20 and 15) of the
pump flow were used to investigate the characteristics
of the pump operating status.
A) Reference pulsatility index Pulref = 20
As the controller adjusts the pump speed to support
the natural heart, the physiological variables change
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according to the reference pulsatility index of the
pump flow. Fig. 2 shows the physiological variables
such as the pump speed, aortic pressure (AoP), left
ventricle pressure (LVP), and left atrium pressure
(LAP) as the pulsatility controller adjusts the pump
speed according to the reference pulsatility index
Pulref = 20. While the controller adjusts the pump
speed, the physiological variables such as AoP, LVP,
and LAP maintain the blood and pressure perfusion to
the body without introducing suction in the left
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ventricle. As SVR changes at 80 sec, the
cardiovascular system requires a change in the pump
operating speed to maintain the blood and pressure
perfusion and the controller adjusts the pump speed
according to the reference pulsatility index to
compensate for changes in the physiological needs.
The resulting AoP becomes higher and LAP and LVP
maintain the previous values, which resembles the
Starling response of the natural heart.
Fig. 3 illustrates trajectories of the pump flow and
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Fig. 2. Responses of the physiological variables under reference pulsatility index 20 for a weak heart.
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of the pump characteristics (b) Pulsatility ratio.
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the pressure difference across the pump, and the
pulsatility ratio Rpul. To plot Fig. 3(a), parts of the
trajectories are selected to reduce the complexity and
show the distinct characteristics of the pump. In Fig.
3(a), the pump flow maintains pulsatility according to
the reference pulsatility index and the pressure
difference also maintains its pulsatility. As the pump
speed increases, the trajectory loops of the pump flow
and pressure difference across the pump maintain the
shape of the “distorted water drop” but become
smaller in size. As SVR changes, the trajectory loops

(bold-line trajectory loops in Fig. 3(a)) slightly move
to the other region while preserving the shape of
“distorted water drop”. In Fig. 3(b), the resulting
pulsatility ratio Rpul is maintained at about 0.52 even
when change in SVR occurs at 80 sec.
B) Reference pulsatility index Pulref = 15
Fig. 4 shows resulting physiological variables such
as the pump speed, AoP, LVP, and LAP. The controller
increases the pump speed from the minimal pump
speed to regulate the pulsatility index of the pump
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Fig. 4. Responses of the physiological variables under reference pulsatility index 15 for a weak heart.
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flow according to the reference pulsatility index. As
the controller increases the pump speed, the pulsatility
index of the pump flow diminishes and AoP and LVP
increases and decreases, respectively, while the
pulsatilities of AoP and LVP diminish. However, as
the pump speed increases and suction occurs around
40 sec, the pulsatility index of the pump flow does not
diminish even with an increase of the pump speed and
it requires the controller to increase the pump speed to
its maximal speed as shown in Fig. 4(a). As suction
occurs, the pulsatilities of AoP and LVP do not
diminish with an increase of the pump speed as shown
in Fig. 4(b)-(c). In Fig. 4(d), LAP also indicates a
diminishing pulsatility as the pump speed increases
before suction occurrence, but after suction
occurrence, LAP maintains definite pulsatility at
around 8 mmHg. The pump speed, adjusted by the
pulsatility controller with a reference pulsatility index
Pulref = 15, causes suction in the left ventricle and the
resulting physiological variables represent the
different behaviors from those of the reference
pulsatility index Pulref = 20.
Trajectories of the pump flow and pressure
difference across the pump are shown in Fig. 5(a). To
plot Fig. 5(a), parts of the trajectories are selected to
reduce the complexity and indicate the distinct
characteristics of the pump. There are two shapes of
trajectory loops for this case. For low pump speed
operation, suction does not occur and the pump flow
and pressure difference preserve pulsatilities. Since a
weak heart can still provide contractility during pump
support, the pressure difference across the pump
becomes minimal during the systolic period of a
cardiac cycle, and becomes maximal during the
diastolic period of a cardiac cycle. Similarly, the pump
flow reaches its peak during the systolic period of a
cardiac cycle, and goes down to its lowest point
during the diastolic period of a cardiac cycle. This
phenomenon reflects characteristics of the pump
operating conditions and presents pulsatilities of the
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pump flow and pressure difference across the pump.
The shape of the trajectory loops prior to suction
occurrence is similar to the “distorted water drop” and
becomes smaller in size with an increase of the pump
speed.
With an increase of the pump speed and suction
occurrence, the pump flow and the pressure difference
do not preserve their own pulsatilities and the shapes
of the trajectory loops of the pump flow and pressure
difference change from the “distorted water drop”
shape to that of the “distorted triangle”. Fig. 5(b)
clearly indicates the change in the pump
characteristics in terms of the pulsatility ratio Rpul.
There is an abrupt change in the pulsatility ratio from
about 0.52 to 0.29. This change coincides with the
physiological status change in the patient’s
cardiovascular system from “before suction” to
“suction”. For the normal pump operation, the
pulsatility ratio maintains about 0.52. As suction
occurs due to an excessive pump speed, the pulsatility
ratio begins to sharply decrease to 0.29. The
pulsatility ratio maintains about 0.29 during the
“suction” status of pump operation.
3.2. Weaker heart with Emax = 0.4 of the left ventricle
Previously, we set the contractility of the left
ventricle at Emax = 0.6 to accommodate the weak heart
condition. To provide a more diverse situation, we
repeatedly investigated the characteristics of the pump
operating condition for a weaker heart at Emax = 0.4 of
the left ventricle contractility. As the weaker heart
generates weaker pulsatility of the physiological
variables, the reference pulsatility indices should be
set to be smaller values to provide a greater range of
pump speed change and resulting cardiac output. Next,
we examine the physiological responses of the
cardiovascular system under the diverse reference
pulsatility indices for different heart weakness.
A) Reference pulsatility index Pulref = 15
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Fig. 6. Pump operating characteristics under reference pulsatility index 15 for a weaker heart. (a) The
trajectories of the pump characteristics (b) Pulsatility ratio.
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The controller regulates the pump speed according
to the reference pulsatility index. The resulting
physiological behaviors such as the pump speed, AoP,
LVP, and LAP are not shown in the Figs. but are
similar to those of Section 3.1. (See Fig. 2.) The
controller does not introduce suction in the left
ventricle and it provides the proper blood and pressure
perfusion to the body. The corresponding pump flow
and pressure difference are presented in Fig. 6(a). To
plot Fig. 6(a), parts of the trajectories are selected to
reduce the complexity and show the distinct
characteristics of the pump. The pump flow and
pressure difference preserve their pulsatilities over
cardiac cycles and the shape of the trajectory loops of
the pump operating characteristics is similar to the
“distorted water drop” while it becomes smaller in
size with an increase of the pump speed. The two
bold-line trajectory loops are due to change in SVR
while adjusting the pump speed according to the
reference pulsatility index.
Fig. 6(b) indicates that the pulsatility ratio
maintains about 0.52 even in the event of SVR change.
Note that for the weak heart Emax = 0.6, the controller
with the reference pulsatility index Pulref = 15 causes
suction in the left ventricle. It is important to
recognize that the controller with Pulref = 15 does not
introduce suction for the weaker heart Emax = 0.4, but
it preserves pulsatilities of the pump flow and pressure
across the pump, and maintains the resulting
pulsatility ratio of 0.52.

ventricle. Fig. 7 indicates corresponding trajectories of
the pump flow and pressure difference across the
pump, and the pulsatility ratio Rpul. As in the suction
case in 3.1 (contractility of the left ventricle Emax = 0.6
and reference pulsatility index Pulref = 15), the
trajectory loops of the pump flow and pressure
difference also reveal two shapes as shown in Fig.
7(a). To plot Fig. 7(a), parts of the trajectories are
selected to reduce the complexity and illustrate the
distinct characteristics of the pump. Before suction
occurs with a low pump speed, trajectory loops of the
pump flow and pressure difference appear as the
“distorted water drop” and the size of the trajectory
loops becomes smaller with an increase of the pump
speed. With an increase of the pump speed and suction
occurrence, the shape of trajectory loops changes from
the “distorted water drop” shape to that of the
“distorted triangle”. The two bold-line trajectory loops
of the “distorted triangle” are due to change in SVR.
In Fig. 7(b), the pulsatility ratio indicates a sudden
change as suction in the left ventricle occurs. While
the pulsatility ratio maintains about 0.52 for the
normal pump operation, it abruptly decreases to 0.22,
where it maintains during the pump operating status
of “suction”.

4. DISCUSSIONS
The pump operating characteristics have been
investigated in terms of the pulsatility ratio of the
pulsatility index of the pump flow to the pulsatility
index of the pressure difference across the pump. The
pulsatility controller in [4] uses the properties of the
diminishing pulsatility of the pump flow before
suction occurrence and provides the speed regulation
to maintain the pulsatility index of the pump flow
according to the reference pulsatility index of the
pump flow. The pulsatility controller using the
pulsatility index of the pump flow has potential
limitations. One value of the pulsatility index of the

B) Reference pulsatility index Pulref = 12.5
The physiological behaviors of variables (the pump
speed, AoP, LVP, and LAP) under the control
condition of the reference pulsatility index Pulref =
12.5 are not shown in the Figs. but are similar to those
discussed in the previous Section 3.1. (See Fig. 4.)
Unlike the case of the reference pulsatility index Pulref
=15, the controller does not achieve a satisfying
performance with an occurrence of suction in the left
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Table 1. Comparison of pulsatility ratio for diverse reference pulsatility indices and heart conditions.
Conditions
Weak heart Emax = 0.6
Weaker heart Emax = 0.4
Pulref = 20
Pulref = 15
Pulref = 15
Pulref = 12.5
Suction
X
O
X
O
occurrence
Pulsatility ratio
No suction
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
(approximation)
Suction
pump flow can indicate both “before suction” and
“suction” of the pump operation. Also, the reference
pulsatility index for the controller is not clearly
assigned since it depends on the conditions of the
patients. The reference pulsatility index should be
carefully chosen to provide proper blood at adequate
perfusion pressure to the body while avoiding suction
in the left ventricle. It is necessary to investigate a
control index of a pump controller to alleviate the
limitations of the pulsatility controller.
As a control index to compensate for the limitations
of the pulsatility controller, the pulsatility ratio reveals
a unique characteristic to classify the pump operating
status such as “before suction” and “suction”. In
Section 3, the pulsatility controller using the
pulsatility index of the pump flow shows diverse
physiological responses to different reference
pulsatility indices for the diverse patients’ conditions
in terms of the pulsatility ratio. The results are
summarized in Table 1. In Table 1, the pulsatility
ratios are about 0.52 before suction occurs in the left
ventricle regardless of the patients’ contractilities. The
pulsatility ratios change to about 0.29 or 0.22 from
about 0.52 as suction occurs. As the pulsatility ratio
demonstrates distinction between the normal pump
operation and suction status of the pump, it can
identify suction occurrence in the left ventricle
regardless of the patients’ weak heart contractilities
with a single value. The pulsatility ratio can alleviate
the limitations of the pulsatility controller and can be
used as a control index for the controller to regulate
the pump speed without introducing suction in the left
ventricle under the diverse heart conditions of various
patients. Also, the pulsatility ratio can provide an
opportunity for the controller to challenge the very
weak heart conditions of the patients that the
pulsatility controller cannot handle due to the
resulting weak pulsatility of the pump flow. The
development of the controller using the pulsatility
ratio of the pump characteristics as a control index is
an ongoing study.
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